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n-Track Studio - a
professional quality
multi-track audio
recording and editing
app. You can record from
any number of input audio
devices at the same time,
using either the built-in
audio mixer, or external
interfaces, such as Line-In, Line-Out, AES,
SPDIF - and import any
number of audio files
from any number of
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external sources. You can
add and edit audio tracks
using standard Audio
editing tools, for
example - timeline, audio
editor, A/B editor - or
the built-in 3D spectrum
view. Features:
Recording, editing and
mixing - easily record
and edit audio files in a
multitrack setup.
Timeline - create audio
tracks, do basic editing
and sequencing, add/edit
audio, edit audio on a
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timeline. Mixing - cut,
copy, move and adjust
volume in any number of
tracks at any time. MIDI
- import, export, edit,
and create MIDI files.
SoundFX - added in
version 1.1, add effects
to audio tracks, from
dynamic equalizer to
noise gates or drum
loops. Chorus/Flange chorus, flange, beat
repeat, auto key
tracking, pitch bend and
vibrato. Gate - added in
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version 1.1,
change/adjust pitch from
audio track. Inverse used to play pitch up or
down. Foldback - used to
mix audio up to the
"foldback point". AutoKey
- auto key control.
Vibrato - use dynamic
pitch bend, or tweak the
vibrato speed. Delay stereo and mono delay.
Snapshot - add a sample
of audio to the timeline.
Mute - mute audio, or unmute audio. Track Volume
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- control volume from
audio tracks. Pan control audio track
volume. Note Repeat repeat a note, and
control its pitch at the
same time. Solo - solo a
track from the audio
track context menu.
Stereo - send audio to
both ears. Muting disable audio in a track.
Additional features file converters: Convert audio into other
audio file formats. -
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Convert audio to MP3,
WMA, OGG, WAV. Recorder Record audio and save
into WAV format. Volume control volume of audio.
Save audio as Wave or
MP3, WMA or OGG file
format. Open audio file
from any Windows Program.
Include default
N-Track Studio Free Download

- simple audio editing audio recording - audio
file conversion - MIDI
editor - traditional
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mixer - 3D spectrogram
Audio recording, editing
and mixing are tasks not
too easy to carry out,
especially without a
proper software solution
at hand for processing
the input. Among the
applications designed for
these types of
operations,n-Track Studio
tries to combine function
variety with ease of use
to offer a really
enjoyable experience to
its users. Simple and
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customizable GUI Right
off the bat you will
surely notice the
interface is quite
appealing, with its wellorganized layout
providing quick access to
all the features. The
customizable view of nTrack Studio makes it
possible for you to
quickly choose the
elements that are
displayed in the main
window, depending on the
type of job you are
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currently working on.
Apply multiple effects
and convert audio tracks
Since it supports
recording from several
connected sound cards in
the same time, you can
easily create complex
projects that involve
multitrack mixing. There
are many effects that can
be added to a single
track and what seems to
be most interesting in
this respect is the
ability to add real-time
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effects and get instant
feedback. Converting
songs saved in WAV format
is possible and you will
be able to turn them into
MP3, OGG or WMA files.
Also, if the tracks you
load are encoded with
different sampling
frequencies, you can
bring them all to the
same value using the
dedicated function
available in the same
conversion related area.
View tempo evolution and
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a 3D spectrum, and set
note length For those who
need to work with MIDI
files, n-Track Studio
offers a piano-roll based
editing facility, which
can also be used for
importing and exporting
the MIDI tracks. This
specialized tool can
display the tempo
evolution and you can use
it to increase or
decrease the velocity of
the loaded audio, set
note length and much
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more. The built-in mixer
that n-Track Studio comes
with supports several
auxiliary inputs and many
separated channels, each
with its set of
individual controls.
Those interested in
analyzing track and
channel frequencies have
at their disposal a 3D
spectrum view. If a
sonogram or simple
spectrum view are
preferred, they can be
accessed from each
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track's settings window.
ease of use,easy to
customize All in all, nTrack Studio is an
application that can
cater to most needs of
advanced users, while
also being accessible for
less experienced ones.
Its solid set of features
make this software one of
the top b7e8fdf5c8
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It is an easy to use and
flexible user interface
with powerful enough
options to fulfill all
your needs, as well as a
very easy to use timeline
that can be used both as
a simple music editor for
adding voices and
instruments as well as
for creating music more
complex than what is
possible in your most
used sequencers. You can
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use it to mix and record
audio, as well as modify
instrument and vocal
tracks, among other
features. It's generally
one of the most used
software in the music
recording industry. It
can be used in real time
mode or as a powerful
recording application and
comes with many effects
to add. Write, record,
and mix your music easily
using the included audio
mixer. You can drag and
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drop any song or
instrument directly into
the timeline and record
it with ease. Use its
powerful audio editor to
record, edit and process
audio tracks as well as
to build complex
multitrack projects. Use
the included built-in
multi-track mixer to
record and mix your songs
on your own. It allows
for the creation of songs
by providing multiple
instruments and tracks
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that can be edited
individually and/or
combined. It comes with a
set of powerful audio
plugins for modifying
audio tracks while
recording. Review
details: File Size: 1.09
GB Installation Size:
1.17 GB Operating
Systems: Microsoft
Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista,
XP, 2000, NT Seller
Information Return
Policy: The entire return
policy of Export-
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Editing.com is 30 days.
This is the time frame in
which you are expected to
get a refund for any
reason. The original sale
price of the software
and/or hardware you buy
is non-refundable.
Cancellation Policy: Once
the Software or Hardware
you buy has been
downloaded by you, it can
not be cancelled.
Uploaded information will
be used for the following
purposes: • Uploaded
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information will be used
to send updates on our
site. • Uploaded
information will be
shared with any online
third parties that may be
in charge of processing
data for us. LICENSE
General license This is a
general license for Emby
Emby Media Center is
designed to allow the
licensee to use the
software under the
general conditions of
this software license. No
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warranty Emby Media
Center is sold without
any warranty. The
software may contain bugs
that are hard to fix. If
What's New in the N-Track Studio?

n-Track Studio is a
simple application that
allows you to record,
edit, compose, mix and
convert audio files. The
software is a simple and
easy-to-use audio
recording, mixing,
editing and online21 / 29

streaming tool. The
program is designed with
a simple and
straightforward
interface. It supports a
wide variety of audio
files, as well as several
media players. Moreover,
n-Track Studio is a
versatile application
that can perform various
audio and MIDI conversion
tasks. It enables you to
record in either WAV,
MP3, WMA and OGG files.
You can also mix two or
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more tracks and set the
sample rate. Import,
export and convert audio
files in the WAV, WMA,
MP3, OGG and MID format.
A powerful audio and MIDI
converter allows you to
convert your audio files
to MP3, WMA, OGG and WAV.
42 record edit mix conv.
n-Track Studio n-Track
Studio is an application
that allows you to
record, edit, compose,
mix and convert audio
files. The software is a
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simple and easy-to-use
audio recording, mixing,
editing and onlinestreaming tool. The
program is designed with
a simple and
straightforward
interface. It supports a
wide variety of audio
files, as well as several
media players. Moreover,
n-Track Studio is a
versatile application
that can perform various
audio and MIDI conversion
tasks. It enables you to
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record in either WAV,
MP3, WMA and OGG files.
You can also mix two or
more tracks and set the
sample rate. Import,
export and convert audio
files in the WAV, WMA,
MP3, OGG and MID format.
A powerful audio and MIDI
converter allows you to
convert your audio files
to MP3, WMA, OGG and WAV.
43 record edit mix conv.
n-Track Studio n-Track
Studio is a simple
application that allows
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you to record, edit,
compose, mix and convert
audio files. The software
is a simple and easy-touse audio recording,
mixing, editing and
online-streaming tool.
The program is designed
with a simple and
straightforward
interface. It supports a
wide variety of audio
files, as well as several
media players. Moreover,
n-Track Studio is a
versatile application
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that can perform various
audio and MIDI conversion
tasks. It enables you to
record in either WAV, MP3
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System Requirements For N-Track Studio:

Minimum specs: OS:
Windows Vista Processor:
2.0 GHz Dual Core Memory:
2 GB RAM DirectX: Version
9.0 Network: Broadband
Internet connection
Storage: 8 GB available
hard-drive space Sound
Card: DirectX 9.0
compatible sound card
Additional Notes: For a
less intense version of
this addon, try the
Fallout: NV add-on
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"Springtime in New
Vegas." If you own the
add-on, be sure to
include your email
address
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